
Movie review : Fury

The movie is realistic, very violent and moving. The movie is entitled Fury by David Ayer.
Fury is an american war film. the movie stars are Brad pitt ( don in the movie), Logan lerman
( norman), Shia Labeouf ( boyd), Michal pena ( trini) and Jon bernthal (grady). This film shows
how he courage of the young soldiers appeared. The aim of the movie is translate the history and
particularlythe 2nde world war. The movie exposes the horror of the war and the soldier's suffering.

After the death of the machine gunner of the crew, a new young soldier comes in the crew.
That strongly worries the sergeant because he is afraid that his lack experience experience exploits
their survivals.
Firstly, the movie shows us that the young soldier is not courageous and does not dare to kill. At the
begining, the soldier (norman) is afraid to kill because he finds that horrible. A scene illustrates this
lack of courrage. When he is asked to pull kill a German SS, he refuses. But the sergeant (Don)
forces him and he pulls. Several soldiers died because of him. Norman doesn't see why they should
be killed.
Secondly, the appearance of a hatred towards following a traumatism. His courage will come thanks
to have various events and his crew. An event will give a turning point in this history. Searching a
house, Don and Norman discovers a German woman, Irman and her cousin Emma. Norman loved
Emma but the Nazis will launch a bomb on the house of Emma. Emma dies. And it's there that the
hatres of Norman will arrive. Then, he will have to kill to save his life. He will become an exelent
soldier thanks to his crew.

To finish, we see the final battle. They must keep a crossroads with a tank soldiers. They
didn't move. Hundreds of German soldier arrive. Norman must show his courage to save his crew.
But it will be difficult because the German soldier are very important and Don and his craw don't
have many a munitions to kill the German nazis. But the courage of each one and their strategy will
be effective. Norman identifies with Don because he considers him like a hero. Don is the best in
his eyes. Only Norman survival this fatal battle.
To conclude, the movie shows that the war can make change a person. Howere, we can expect the
arrival of a foreign army such as English or French army but it is the US military that fights. The
movie showed us that the courage often comes from the hatred started by events. It's a realistic
movie because it shows the realities of the war and what the soldiers undergo. It's very intersting.


